
Science Benchmark Results       Name ___________________________   Date__________ 
  

Following each unit of science study, our school district administers a cumulative science             
benchmark test. This test is a multiple choice test given through Canvas. It is intended to mimic                 
SCPASS that your child will complete in May. The benchmark score is not required to be calculated                 
into student averages, but is used to help guide further teaching and study. 
  

Your child’s score on the Weather benchmark is ______________. 
  

As you go about your normal daily routine and have conversations with your child, the following are 
ideas that may help further your child’s progress in science.  
  

●  Watch the weather forecast together.  Discuss fronts, specific weather events, the change 
of seasons, and the symbols used on the weather maps. 

●  Use a weather app.  Notice the temperature trend, how would a warm or cold front be 
evident?  

●  What kinds of clouds are in the sky?  What weather do different types of clouds indicate?  

●  What weather instruments can you find around town?  Why and how are these instruments  
used?   Can your child use materials from around the house make a weather instrument?   

●  If you have a thermometer hanging outside your home, encourage your child to check the  
temperature at the same time each day—maybe he/she could make a chart or graph of the  
temperatures.   

●  You may find additional resources at www.weatherwizkids.com.  
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